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To refresh the memories of bygone days and strengthen the emotional bond with the alma mater, the Annual Alumni 
Meet- 2022 was organised with a great pomp and show on 02 October 2022. Colonel Arvind Tomar, an alumnus,  
presided over the function as the Chief Guest and Hemant Bansal, Software Engineer in Google,  and Dr. Vrinda Paliwal 
as the Guests of Honour. The function started with the lightening of lamp and Ganesh Vandana. The students gave a 
magnificent show of their cultural activities and the audience were spellbound to see their  presentation. The Chief Guest 
and the Guest of Honour shared their experiences with the borders and told them the ways of getting success in life. 
Trophies and medals were awarded to the remarkable performers in the field of education and sports. The Director 
Dheeraj Sharma read the Annual Report of the school and assured the audience that no stone will be left unturned to get 
the cherished goals within a stipulated time. The Chairman SK Sharma welcomed  the alumni and thanked them for their 
incessant support in all the thick and thin. He told them it was their selfless support  that motivated him to do something 
remarkable in the field of education. He blessed the alumni and the students with his valuable words of wisdom. The 
Principal Vandna Vats exhorted the students to do hard work and not to stop till they do not achieve their fixed goals. HR 
Manager Archana Sharma advised the students that hard work is the key to success and nothing is impossible if we start 
thinking that everything is possible. The alumni shared their experiences and remembered the contribution of their 
mentors in shaping their lives. They said that the place of Rishi kul Vidyapeeth in their lives is unparallel and it can never be 
ignored. They promised to give their support and cooperation for the growth of the institution. The alumni enjoyed that 
moment and praised a lot for their warm welcome and hospitality.
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Annual Sports Meet
10 November - 12 November 2022
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To enhance the intrinsic skills of students, the school organised the most awaited event Annual Sports Meet- 2022 in 
physical mode after a long time of Covid-19 from 10 November to 12 November 2022. The event was inaugurated by the 
teachers of Italian delegation. The students participated in various sports events and gave a wonderful show of their talent. 
Tiny- tots of the Primary Wing gave a remarkable show of their dancing skills. The audience were stunned to see the dance 
performance. The winners of various sports bestowed with medals and trophies. Vyas House won the trophy of the Best 
House. The Chairman SK Sharma exhorted the students to spare sometime for the sports of their choice. Furthermore he 
also advised the students to take part in such type of competitions as they are the morale booster and help to keep fit and 
healthy. It has been truly said that a healthy mind resides in a healthy body. The Director Dheeraj Sharma also 
congratulated the winners and advised the participants not to lose their hearts for not winning. Failures are the stepping 
stones of success. Do persistent hard work till they do not get their cherished goals in life. The Principal Vandana Vats 
advised the students to come forward and participate in all the competitions to make themselves competent in all the areas. 
She also said that sports teach us the lesson of brotherhood and togetherness. We must participate in all events with healthy 
competition spirits. The students enjoyed a lot and gave a wonderful show of their disciplinary approach towards sports 
and games.
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A Visit of Italian Delegation
9 November - 18 November 2022
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An Italian delegation from Convitto Nazionale Paolo Diacono School comprising 10 students and 2 teachers visited the 
school from 9 November to 18 November 2022 under the Cultural Exchange Program.
The delegation was welcomed wholyheartedly by the Chairman SK Sharma, the Director Dheeraj Sharma, the  Principal 
Vandna Vats  and HR Manager Archana Sharma in the morning assembly and the Italian Delegation inaugurated the 
Annual Sports Meet- 2022 . The deligation visited various places of country and came to know the cultures and tradition 
of people. For getting the first hand knowledge of  Indian education system , the members of delegation visited all the 
wings and departments. The Italian teachers and students did an interaction with the students and teachers . The teachers 
and students of Italy overwhelmed with the hospitality and praised the various dishes served to them. They also said that 
such type of Exchange Programs proved to be the milestone in enhancing the cultural, educational and traditional 
knowledge of each other countries. The management of Vidyapeeth is committed to organise Cultural Exchange Program 
with other countries. It provides an opportunity to get the pragmatic and productive knowledge of other countries' 
cultural, educational system and traditions. Really this visit proved to be very much insightful  and productive. A farewell 
party was given to the visitors in which an array of events was organised by the Rishikullians and Italians. A sturning dance 
performance was given by the foreign delegation and audience were spellbound to see the synchronisation of their foot 
steps on Indian musical beats.
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The teachers attended a workshop be Rakesh Kalra who is not only a counsellor but also a life skill trainer, parenting coach, 

family therapist and educationist working for the past 07 years in the field of psychology and counselling in India. The 

speaker raised awareness regarding laws and rights of children. The teachers found this opportunity highly beneficial.

Workshop by Mr. Rakesh Kalra 
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An Inter-wing English One Act Play Competition was organized on 17 September 2022. All the plays were well scripted. 
Through the plot the students tried to convey social messages. 
Primary wing bagged First position, Secondary Wing got second position, Middle Wing got third and Senior Wing got 
fourth position respectively.

Inter wing English One Act play Competition
17 September 2022
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To promote a positive attitude among the students and also to help them realize the importance of safety and security, a 
GIRLS COUNSELLING SESSION was organized on 4 December, 2022. The experienced teachers guided the girls to be 
aware of their consent as well as their surroundings. Various activities like slogan writing, PPT, etc. were organized. The 
program ended with a pledge by the girls to stay aware and speak up against all the evils prevalent in the society. The 
program was liked by all. 

Girls Counselling Session 
4 December 2022
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Abdul Kalam Interschool Debate and 
Declamation Competition
TDI International School

9 December 2022

An Interschool Debate and Declamation Competition was held at TDI International School on 9 December, 2022. The 
young orators of the school participated in it with great enthusiasm and jubilance. They worked on their oratory skills and 
left the judges spellbound with their extraordinary presentation. The place was filled will exultant voices and they cheered 
for the victory. The students grabbed many positions and the result is as follows: 

Name  Class & Sec Position 

Shagun X A II

Kanan VIII E II

Devanshi X A Consolation
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Health Awareness Session by Yakult Science Team

“Good health is not something we can buy. However, it can be an extremely valuable savings account”. Keeping the same 
in mind and to make the students realize the importance of Good Health, the school organized a session on 'Health 
Awareness' By Yakult Science Team on 17 December, 2022. The students along with their teachers attended the session 
conducted by Ms Muskaan who began with interesting questions on immunity and the numerous ways to maintain it. 
Throughout the session students felt enlightened by the information provided. They took part with great interest and 
answered the questions correctly and enthusiastically. Overall, it was an extremely helpful and enlightening session. 

17 December 2022
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Amritsov: The Annual Function-2022
25 December 2022
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Rishi kul Vidyapeeth Sonipat celebrated its Annual Function with great pomp and show on 25 December 2022 to mark 
the 31 years of excellence in the field of education and sports. The school was decorated with  colourful flowers and 
balloons. Mr Ramesh Chandra Kaushik, Member of Parliament, Sonipat, graced the occasion as the Chief Guest. The 
function started with the lightning of lamp and followed by various cultural items. Tiny-tots gave a remarkable show of 
their dancing skills. The Chief Guest and other audience were spellbound to see the synchronisation of the participants' 
foot steps. The Chairman S K Sharma welcomed the Chief Guest and other dignitries wholeheartedly and exhorted the 
students that persistent hard work and consistency in work are  essential traits for getting success in life. The Director 
Dheeraj  Sharma read the Annual Report of the school and assured the audience that no stone will be left unturned to get 
the desired goals within a stipulated time. The Vice- Principal Kriti Chaudhari  advised the students that hard work is the 
key to success and they should not stop till they achieve their goals. The Principal Umesh Sharma told that all the efforts are 
being made to get the distinction in the field of education and sports. Furthermore, he told that we feel proud in 
announcing that there are so many students who got distinction  in education and sports . The HR Manager Archana 
Sharma gave a vote of thanks to the Chief Guest and other dignitries for sparing sometime from their hectic schedule and 
she also assured that all the measures are being taken to get the expected results. The students enjoyed a lot and they were 
very much happy as the next day was declared as holiday. The program was very much successful.
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Luiz Inancio Lula da Silva is elected as the New President of 
Brazil. He has defeated the current President Jair Bolsonaro. The 
inauguration of Luiz Inancio Lula da Silva is scheduled to take 
place on January 1, 2023.

Late Kannada Actor Puneeth Rajkumar has conferred with 
Karnataka Ratna Award at the 67th Kannada Rajyotsava. It's the 
Karnataka state's highest civilian award. The award was presented 
to the late actor's wife, Ashwini Puneeth Rajkumar. Puneeth 
Rajkumar is the 9th recipient of the award.

Vivek Lall has been honoured with the Lifetime Achievement 
Award by the United States (US) President Joe Biden. He is 
honoured under the “with Grateful Recognition” Dr. Vivek Lall is an 
Indian Origin Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of General Atomics 
Global Corporation. The recognition was given by AmeriCorps and 
the Office of the President.

Mumtaz Khan has received the FIH Rising Star of the year 2021-22 
award in the Women's hockey category. She was the best 
performer for India in the FIH Junior Women's World Cup 2022. 
She finished in the 3rd place in the list of top scorers in the World 
2022 by scoring 6 out of 8 goals.

Justice Dhananjaya Yeshwant Chandrachud is appointed as the 
50th Chief Justice of India. He will succeed the Current CJI Justice 
Uday Umesh Lalith. D Y Chandrachud is the senior most judge of 
the Supreme Court of India after Justice Lalit.

Smriti Mandhana is appointed as the Brand Ambassador of Gulf 
Oil India. She is an Indian Female Cricket star and she will join the 
campaign with current brand ambassadors Mahendra Singh Dhoni 
and Hardik Pandya. Gulf Oil India is a lubricant manufacturer.
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A.  Billy's mother had five children. The first was named 

Lala, the second was named Lele, the third was named 

Lily, the fourth was named Lolo. What was the fifth 

child named ?

B.  Choose the correct sentence :" The yolk of the egg is 

white" or "the yolk of the egg is white"

C.  You can find it in Mercury, Earth, Mars, Jupiter and 

Saturn, but not in Venus or Neptune. What is it?

D.  It likes food but water kills it. What is it?

E.  What goes on four feet in the morning, two in the 

afternoon and three in the evening?

F.  A cowboy rode into town on Friday. He stayed in town 

for three days and road back out on Friday.  How is 

this possible?


